Wednesday, 14 June
SAS: Chancellor's Hall and Room 349

Track 1, SAS
09:00 Registration/Coffee
09:30 Opening remarks: Jane Winters and Nicholas Taylor
09:45 Open plenary (Chancellor’s Hall): Leah Livneh
Web history and the landscape of communication/media research
Chair: Nicholas Taylor
10:45 Break
Session 1A: Room 349
Chair: Peter Webster
11:15 Valerie Schaffer & Francesca Muscillo: Do web archives have politics?
11:35 Richard Deswarte: What can web links reveal about the nature and rise of Euro scepticism in the UK?
12:05 Tatijana Seitz: Digital denouement.
12:15 Ralph Schroeder: Web archives and theories of the web
12:45 Lunch (with wine reception to mark the launch of Internet Histories, sponsored by Taylor & Francis)

Session 2A: Room 349
13:45 Peter Webster: Utopia, dystopia and Christian ethics: early religious understandings of the web
14:15 Sally Chambers, Peter Mechan, Sophia Vantone Steene & Nadège Ibérique Aaslaghen: Attentat: Developing a special collection for the academic study of the archived web and its impact on the Brussels terrorist attacks in March 2016
14:35 Lucien Castex: The web as a memorial: real-time commemorations of the November 2015 Paris attacks on Twitter
15:15 Break

Session 3A: Room 349
Chair: Jonathan Blaney
15:45 Chris Wemyss: Tracing the virtual community of Hong Kong Britons through the archived web
16:30 Archives Unlinked: presentation of projects (Chancellor’s Hall)
17:00 Close
18:00: Arrival 18:00
18:30 Digital Conversations at the British Library Knowledge Centre
Web archives: truth, lies and politics in the 21st century
Chair: Elaine Glaser Panelists: Jeffrey Bailey, Andrew Jackson, Valerie Schaffer and Jane Winters
20:30 Reception
21:30 End

Thursday, 15 June
SAS: Chancellor’s Hall and Room 349 and BL: Knowledge Centre, Eliot

Track 1, SAS
09:00 Registration/Coffee
09:30 Plenary (Chancellor’s Hall): John Sheridan
Web archiving the government
Chair: Jane Winters
10:30 Break
11:00 Plenary Panel (Chancellor’s Hall): Web 25: histories from the first 25 years of the World Wide Web
Chair: Nicholas Taylor
12:00 Lunch
12:30 Lunch
12:30 Lunch
12:30 Lunch
12:30 Lunch

Session 1A: Room 349
Chair: Valérie Schafer
14:00 Sean Begg: Tracking the online development of the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the Armed Forces through the UK Web Archive
14:15 Caroline Nyvang, Thid Hovm Kiozm & Eldar Ziert: Capturing the web at large – a critique of current web citation practices
14:35 Andrew Jackson: The web archive and the catalogue
14:55 Nicla Bingham: Resource not in archive: understanding the behaviour, borders and gaps of web archive collections

Session 2A: Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Tom Storrar
13:35 Philip Webster, Claire Newing, Paul Clough & Gianluca De Marini: Temporal exploration of the composition of the UK Government Web Archive
14:30 Jane Winters: Pages by kids, for kids: unlocking childhood and youth history through the web archive
15:00 Niels Brügger, Dette Laursen & Janne Nielsen: Mapping 10 years of Danish web history from 2005 to 2015
15:45 Break
16:00 Workshop 1: Develop web archiving policy

Session 2B: Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Valérie Schafer
14:00 Andrew Jackson: Digging documents out of the archived web
14:30 Nick Ruster & Ian Milligan: Learning to Walk: WSX archives for Longitudinal Knowledge: building a national web archive collaborative platform
14:50 Gregory Wedeman: Automating access to web archives with APIs and Archivesspace

15:00 Break

Session 3A: Room 349
Chair: Jonathan Blaney
14:30 Sharon Hasley: The web archiving of Irish elections campaigns: a case study into the usefulness of the Irish web archive for researchers and historians
14:50 Steven M. Schneider: Blogging in September 11, 2001: demonstrating a toolkit to facilitate scholarly analysis of objects in web archives
15:00 Fedendo Nanni: Two different approaches for collecting, analyzing and selecting primary sources from web archive collections
15:15 Bolette Junk & Eld Zierau: Data management of web archive research data

Session 6A: Room 349
Chair: Sophie Gebel
16:00 Helge Holmzamm & Thomas Risse: Accessing web archives from different perspectives with potential synergies
16:30 Marta Serena: Using web archives for studying cultural heritage collaborative platforms
17:00 Close
17:30 Close

Session 6B: Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Zeynep Pehlivan
16:30 Sara Day Thomson: Preserving social media: applying principles of digital preservation to social media archiving
16:45 Jason Webber: The UK Web archive SHINE dataset as a research tool
17:00 Close
17:30 Close

Workshops
Wednesday 14
15:45 - 16:30, Room 243
Emma Maemura, Christoph Becker & Ian Milligan: Data, process, and results: connecting web archival research elements
Thursday 15
14:00 - 17:00 (Break 15:30), Room 243
Sigrd Cordell: Diving in: strategies for teaching with web archives
17:30 Close

Track 3, BL: Knowledge Centre, Eliot
08:30 Arrival/registration

Tools for web archives analysis & record extraction
Chair: Nicholas Taylor
14:00 Andrew Jackson: Digging documents out of the archived web
09:30 Nick Ruster & Ian Milligan: Learning to Walk: WSX archives for Longitudinal Knowledge: building a national web archive collaborative platform
10:10 Gregory Wedeman: Automating access to web archives with APIs and Archivesspace

10:30 Harvesting tools & strategies
Chair: Ian Milligan
11:00 Jefferson Bailey: Who, what, when, where, why, where? NEW: new tools on the Internet Archive
11:30 Michele C. Weinig, Michael L. Nelson, Matt Kelly & John Berlin: Archive what I see now – personal web archiving with WHIRL
12:00 Lozana Rossenova: Containerised browsers and archive augmentation
12:30 Lunch
13:00 Leveraging APIs
Chair: Nicholas Taylor
13:30 Fernando Melo: Archivo.pt: API enabling automatic analytics over historical web data
14:00 Nicholas Taylor: Lots more LOCKSS for web archiving: boxes from the LOCKSS software re-architecture
14:30 Jefferson Bailey & Naomi Dushay: WASKAP data transfer APIs: specification, project update, and demonstration
15:00 Break

Web archives platforms & infrastructure
Chair: Andrew Jackson

15:30 Jack Cushman & Ilya Kreymer: Thinking like a hacker: security issues in web and playbook
16:00 Mat Kelly & David Dias: A collaborative, secure, and private InterPlanetary Webplayback web archiving system using DFS
16:30 Andrew Jackson, Jefferson Bailey, Kristina Jakubauskas & Nicholas Taylor: IPIC Tools: autumn technical workshop planning discussion
17:00 Close

Workshops

Friday, 16 June
SAS: Macmillan Hall and Chancellor’s Hall

Track 1, SAS
09:00 Registration/Coffee
Collection development panel
Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Nicholas Taylor
09:00 Jeffery Lynch: Understanding user needs
10:10 Plenary (Macmillan Hall): Posters with lightning talks
Chair: Olga Holownia
10:00 Anaisa Aizman & Matt Phillips: Instruments for web archive comparison in PermaCC
10:30 Break
Policy collection & assessment
Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Ian Milligan
11:00 Abbie Grotke: Oh my, how the archiving has grown: Library of Congress challenges and strategies for engaging selective harvesting on a domain crawl scale
11:30 Ian Cooke: The web archive in the Sophisticated Policy and web archiving – a British library perspective
12:00 Anastasia Aizman & Matt Phillips: Developing social media archiving policies in the UK
12:30 Lunch
Transnational web collections
Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Jonathan Blaney
14:00 Alex Thurman & Helen Bailey: Archiving the Rio 2016 Olympics: scaling up IPC collaborative collection development
14:30 Els Breedstraat: Creating a web archive for the EU institutions: achievements and challenges
15:00 Daniel Bircho: Preserving websites of research & development projects

15:30 Break
National web domains & legal deposit
Chancellor’s Hall
Chair: Ian Cooke
16:00 The Archostag: Less is more – reduced breadth crawls and augmentation crawls: a new approach to the legal deposit law
16:30 Mari Perez Morillo & Juan Carlos Garcia Arruza: Building a collaborative Spanish web archive and print deposit
17:00 Karolina Holub, Ingrid Rudomino & Dzianisnya Czajka: A glance at the past, a look at the future approaches in developing the Croatian web archive
17:30 Closing remarks (Macmillan Hall): Emmanuelle Bermès & Jane Winters
17:45 End

Understanding user needs
Macmillan Hall
Chair: Nicholas Taylor
11:00 Martin Klein & Herbert Van de Sompel: Using the Memento framework to assess current drift in scholarly communication
11:30 Nicholas Taylor: Understanding user needs for web archives
12:30 Anastasia Aizman & Matt Phillips: Instruments for web archive comparison in PermaCC
12:30 Break
Changing records for scholarship & legal deposit
Macmillan Hall
Chair: Alex Thurman
11:00 Martin Klein & Herbert Van de Sompel: Using the Memento framework to assess current drift in scholarly communication
11:30 Nicholas Taylor: Understanding user needs for web archives
12:30 Anastasia Aizman & Matt Phillips: Instruments for web archive comparison in PermaCC
12:30 Break
Researcher case studies
Macmillan Hall
Chair: Colin Winters
16:00 Joanne Winters: Moving into the mainstream: web archives in the news
16:30 Cynthia Joyce: Key word 'Yatrina': a deep dive through Hurricane Katrina's unsearchable archive
17:00 Colin Post: The unending lives of net-based artworks: web archives, browser emulators, and new conceptual frameworks
17:45 End